
PROMOTIONAL RULES 
MILLIONAIRE MAKER 

2024     

A. PROMOTIONAL PERIOD: 
1. Gun Lake Casino will host this promotion Saturdays in April, 6PM-9PM. 
2. The entry earning period is March 31, 12AM - April 27, 9PM. 

B. METHODS OF ENTERING: 
1. Entries: 

a. Guests will receive one drawing entry for every 50 Rewards Points earned from slot and table play.  
b. Guests may exchange 50 Rewards Points for one drawing entry, with a cap of 2,500 drawing entries, at the 

Promotional Kiosk. Redemption for entries requires a personal identification number (PIN). Rewards Points 
for entry transactions are final and cannot be reversed once completed. 

c. Guests may receive a 2X drawing entry multiplier Tuesdays during the entry earning period  
d. Guests may visit a promotional kiosk Friday and Sundays in April 3AM-12AM, excluding April 28, to receive up 

to 500 bonus drawing entries. 
e. All entries are non-transferable and have no cash value. 
f. Entries will carry over from week to week. 

2. Activation Period:  
a. Entries will be electronic entries and must be activated one hour prior to each drawing. It is the guests’ 

responsibility to ensure that their entries have been properly activated by using one of the following options 
below. 
i. Playing at any slot machine or table game. Guests using this method must earn at least one Rewards 

Point on their GLC Rewards card during the activation time frames for entry activation to occur. After at 
least one Rewards Point has been earned on their GLC Rewards card, guests must then pull their GLC 
Rewards card out of the card reader on the slots, or have their active rating closed out on table games, 
during the activation time frame for entry activation to be completed.  

ii. Swiping their GLC Rewards card at any Promotional Kiosk, logging into their account using their PIN, and 
selecting the current promotion. 

C. METHODS OF WINNING: 
1. Drawings will be held at the designated promotion area. 
2. At each drawing, the winning GLC Rewards card number(s) and first name(s) of the winner(s) will be announced 

and displayed throughout the casino TV system.  
3. The winner(s) will have five minutes to claim their prize at the designated promotion area. In the event that a prize 

is not claimed within five minutes, a redraw will occur until all winner(s) have claimed and been declared. 
4. Management encourages guests who may need more than the allotted time to make their way to the designated 

promotion area, to be at, or around the designated promotion area during the drawings. 
5. Guests are eligible to win once during each hourly drawing. 
6. Game Setup: 

a. Guests will spin each wheel of the Millionaire Maker Wheel in sequence, starting with the small (48") wheel, 
then the medium wheel (72"), and finally the large wheel (96"). The Millionaire Maker Wheel must be spun in a 



manner that allows each wheel to rotate simultaneously and complete at least 2 full rotations before coming 
to a stop. 

b. Should the wheel fail to complete 2 full rotations, guests must re-spin. 
c. Guests will receive the total cash prize corresponding to the space where the prize wheel indicator lands. 
d. If the prize wheel indicator lands on the “G” space on the large wheel (96"), the “L” space on the medium wheel 

(72"), and the “C” space on the small wheel (48"), the guest will be awarded the $1 million prize. 
e. In addition to landing on the required prize spaces, guests must meet the following conditions to qualify for 

the $1 million prize: 
i. The guest is neither a current nor former employee, family member, agent, successor, nor 

assignee of Gun Lake Casino or any promotional agency involved in this promotion. 
ii. The guest has not had any practice, warm-up, or qualifying spins from the time of selection for 

participation in the promotion until the actual prize spin. 
iii. The guest has not been selected to participate on more than one occasion. 

f. Failure to meet the qualifications listed above will disqualify the guest from receiving the $1 million prize. 
g. Guests that have already been selected, and have spun the Millionaire Maker Wheel, are unable to spin the 

Millionaire Maker Wheel an additional time. If a guest is selected more than once, they will receive a $10,000 
cash consolation prize in lieu of spinning the Millionaire Maker Wheel, and a redraw will occur for a new 
winner. 

h. If the prize wheel indicator lands on the “G,” “L,” or “C” spaces, the guest will receive $5,000 cash for each 
space. However, if the indicator lands on each of these spaces and the guest fulfills the qualification list for 
the million-dollar prize, the $5,000 cash prizes for each space will be forfeited in favor of the $1 million top 
prize. 

i. If the $1 million top prize is awarded, it is required that GLC notify the insurance company on the subsequent 
business day, providing video evidence of the spin. Following this, a comprehensive review will be conducted, 
accompanied by telephone interviews involving four individuals, and relevant documentation will be supplied 
for completion. Upon the fulfillment of these steps, the disbursement of the check will be processed, with an 
estimated timeframe of 2-4 weeks. 

D. PRIZES AND REDEMPTION: 
1. Prize Breakdown: 

a. 6PM-9PM – Each hour one guest spins the Millionaire Maker Wheel 

E. RULES: 
1. This promotion summary generally describes the promotion, how to enter the promotion, and how to win the 

prizes summarized above. This promotion is further subject to Gun Lake Casino’s “Official Promotional Rules.” 
 


